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VALUATION RISK: The S&P 500 forward P/E is a third above its long term average, and will
come down. The only question is how (by higher earnings or higher bond yields) and by how
much. Our ‘fair value’ P/E (see chart) says by -9%, with current low yields an important support.
A 0.5% bond yield move impacts valuation by 10%. Rising earnings expectations are the best
insurance to lower valuations, with GDP and profitability outlook as important as bond yields.

NOT ONLY YIELDS: 1) If it was just about yields Japanese and European markets, with their
negative yields, would have higher valuations. 2) Profitability and growth is as important and is
improving. 3) Fed would lean against a big yield rise and has tools: buying long dated bonds or
capping yields as in Japan and Australia, and US from 1942-51. 4) Seen a stress-test with the
huge Q1 yield rise, driving rotation from growth (IWF) to value (IWD), but leaving markets +6%.

FAIR VALUE: We use bond yields, corporate profitability, and long-term GDP growth to set a
‘fair value’ S&P 500 (SPY) P/E. This is 20x, high vs history but below current levels. We see
gradually higher bond yields, with current real rates negative which is very rare and historically
unsustainable, but offsets from rising corporate profitability and GDP. A return to Fed’s long term
GDP outlook a decade ago (2.6% vs current 1.9%), would raise P/E by 20%, all else equal.

SENSITIVITY: Higher bond yields cut the present value of future cash flows. Financials (XLF),
commodities, industrials are neutrally or positively correlated with these higher yields, whilst
‘tech’ has become negatively correlated as the rise of software and the internet have made the
sector less cyclical and more expensive. Similarly, consumer discretionary (XLY) has become
less cyclical with the rise of Amazon (AMZN) and online retail vs traditional retail and autos.

TODAY: OPEC set scene for today’ IEA’s oil update, forecasting a +6.6% demand rebound this
year. Brent is +39% YTD leading +22% commodities rally as OPEC slowly unwinds supply cuts.
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